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About Ride Shares


Rideshares, including Uber, are utilized worldwide.



Know before you go:







You can view which international airports allow Uber services on
their [Uber] website prior to your travel



If utilizing another company, review the website prior to the trip.

If using Uber:


Blindly matched ride requests.



Rider ability to see driver name, license plate number and
picture of the matched driver.



Masked phone number for driver and rider.



GPS data is logged for every trip.

Transactions do not require cash, you pay for the ride on the
app. You are sent a receipt for the amount you were
charged.


Drivers do not carry cash.



Uber is working on an in-app tipping option. As of Wednesday,
June 21, it is only available in a few cities domestically.

What the rider sees

UberPOOL


Carpool service:


If selected, it uses your pickup and drop-off points to coordinate your ride with
another rider traveling a similar route.



Available in 34 countries.



Some have accidentally picked the ‘Pool’ option, like actress Kristen Bell…

Risks associated with using a Ride
Share


The vetting process for drivers isn’t
done the same in every country
they operate in.



Assaults and theft.



Incidents.

Recommendations for using Ride Shares


Riders should sit directly behind the driver.


If using a car pool option, such as UberPOOL, the riders can ask the driver the
order of drop off and coordinate seating arrangements. The last person off
should sit behind the driver.



Keep valuables out of sight.



Keep the doors locked and windows up at all times.



Follow the GPS in the app (or us another GPS map).



Send ETA to the person expecting you. If no one is at your destination,
send to another person nearby and notify them when you have arrived at
your destination.



If you (or any rider) feels uncomfortable in the ride, do not be afraid to ask
the driver to pull over.

Suggestions and Recommendations for
Ride Shares - Mexico



We strongly recommend the use of privately hired shared services instead of a taxi,
if it is available in your area.
Express kidnapping rates are increasing, especially in taxis in Mexico.




Express kidnapping: a method of abduction where a small immediate ransom is
demanded, often by the victim being forced to withdraw money from his or her ATM
account.

Using an Uber, you do not use cash for the transaction, it is done in the phone
application. This helps with theft of cash in the Uber.

About Home Shares


Home Shares are *NOT* couch surfing.



Using a home share provides the traveler a “sense of place”. This is
attractive to faculty, staff, and especially student travelers.



Airbnb is the most utilized home share service in the world:


Airbnb is an online community marketplace that connects people
looking to rent their homes with people who are looking for
accommodations. Accommodations include single rooms, a suite of
rooms, apartments, moored yachts, houseboats, entire houses &
castles. Airbnb has listings in 192 countries.

Risks associated with using a Home
Share




Security standards


Accommodation assessment of the local conditions with consideration to
the traveler’s profile and transportation plans.



Hotels are secure and private, most with layered protection including
access control and fire/life safety assurances.

Emergency response






Most hotels have established emergency evacuation process and are
more likely than home shares to have alternative power and
telecommunication systems

Access to services and assistance


Most international hotels provide access to support, such as a multilingual
staff, medical assistance and reliable care service



Hotels can call you a certified/verified taxi if needed

Verification and vetting of host

Student request for Cancun


The committee who reviews
UT Austin student requests
for travel to areas of
elevated risk (Restricted
Regions), received a
request for student travel to
Cancun, Mexico.



She stated on her request,
she would be staying in an
Airbnb for the “sense of
place” experience.



The committee asked her to
submit links for the Airbnb
she planned to stay in…

Student request for
Cancun

Student request for Guatemala City


A graduate student included an Airbnb link
with his request to Guatemala.



He included the price was less expensive
than a hotel and within a 3 minute walk to
where he was conducting his research.



The Airbnb host had more than 10 positive
reviews, was verified and the descriptions
provided were proven correct in the reviews.



The Airbnb was approved by the committee
who reviews student travel to “Restricted
Regions”.

Suggestions and Recommendations for
Home Shares


Utilize a home share that the host(s) is not living on site.


If they are living on site, is the space something like a “maid’s quarter”?



Sharing an apartment or home space that have private room only can
expose the renter and their valuables to multiple issues. If there is no way
to avoid this, make sure the room being booked has locks.



Book only with highly reviewed hosts (over 10-20 positive reviews).



Read the host description very carefully.



Pay and communicate with the host on the platform ONLY.

What to look for when booking a home
share

What to look for when booking a
home share

What to
look for
when
booking
a home
share

Questions/Comments/Thoughts?

Thank you!

